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Seeking a position in which hard work and dedication results in increasing 
responsibilities. Desire a position in which meeting customer demands is essential
and rewarding.

2013 – 2019
TRUCK LOADER/REPRESENTATIVE - MEADOW GOLD DAIRIES

 Loading trucks in a high-speed environment. Operate production freezers and 
flavor products.

 Ensure the accuracy of a product before it leaves the plant.
 Ensure the product is not contaminated, and pipes and machinery are sanitary.
 Ensure product meets customers demands and adheres to federal regulations.
 Supervised one to two employees on the production line.
 Meadow Gold Dairies Salt Lake, UT Loader Pull orders for customers and load 

them on the correct trailer.
 Truck loader/order Selector Loaded different products for several Corporations 

Followed by consumers precise and strict rules.

2010 – 2013
TRUCK LOADER - AMERICAN ALUMINUM EXTRUSION COMPANY, LLC

 I have to load all trucks that show up while Im on the clock also any trucks that 
need to go out by the next day.

 Have to use the overhead crane and fork lift to place the different sized and 
shaped bundles on semi trucks, box trucks, flat beds and any other truck or 
vehicle that needs to be loaded.

 Also have to organize and arrange the staging areas for any upcoming trucks 
that may show up.

 My impact has been more trucks being loaded and going out do to there being 
another truck loader.

 Have also helped with the organization of where all the finished product is 
stored before being loaded and shipped.

 Skills Used Overhead crane skills Fork lift skills Organization skills An ability to 
be able to fit together bundles of all different shapes and sizes on trucks safely 
People skills to be able to talk to the drivers professionaly.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 
current role.
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EDUCATION

SKILLS

Forklift Operator, Production.
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